
For 0.3.0 or older

For the histories of 0.3.0 or older version, please visit the following URL.

http://en.multtiple.com/hisory.html



Version 0.3.1 (08.11.2010)

* Changed the Twitter time line UI to show the source name.
* Improved the performance and memory usage.
* Fixed the issue that the keep post form setting did not work.
* Fixed the issue that the time line text overflowed with thumbnail image.
* Fixed various issues.



Version 0.3.2 (08.22.2010)

* Supported drag and drop on moving tab order.
* Fixed that [keep update form opened] setting is reverted.
* Fixed the left character number on the direct message form was invalid.
* Adjusted the cursor position for the post form when opened.



0.3.3 (08.26.2010)

* Fixed the invalid post time on Tumblr column. (Thanks, @BernsteinA)
* Fixed that user name and via source were not correct on the retweeted tweets.
* Fixed that the timeline height was sometimes too large when the 'show image thumbnails'
preference had been enabled.



0.3.4 (11.13.2010)

* Changed user interface.
* Supported new Twitter ID spec.



1.0.0 (11.27.2010)

* Set cache size limitation for timeline. (You can change cache size on the Preference)
* Supported to show 'likes' timeline on the Tumblr column to save memory usage.
* Supported following settings for the Tumblr post.
- Select the post target
- Post to twitter(If enabled on Tumblr)
- Post types(Add to cueue、set publish time, and so on)
- post URL
- tags
* Improved scrolling behavior on the Tumblr column.
* Added a button to clear editing contents on the Tumblr editor.
* Added the character size setting for the timeline to preference.
* Changed to open the dashboard by the browser if the user avater on the Tumblr column
header is clicked.
* Changed retweeted tweets to show the name of user who tweets.
* Changed to open in the new user column if the user avater on the Twitter column is
clicked.
* Changed accounts to show service (Twitter or Tumblr) icons . 
* Changed creating multiple column to include no account by default.
* Changed to show loading icon when the columns were created.
* Changed home icon.
* Changed designs and effects. 

* Fixed that the setting for loading number for the Tumblr was not affected.
* Fixed that like status were not shown correctly on the Tumblr timeline.
* Fixed that created time on the Tumblr items were not correct.
* Fixed odd order on the multiple column.



1.0.1 (11.29.2010)

* Fixed issue that Tumblr column had been unstable and using massive memory.
* Made CPU usage lower.



1.0.2 (12.31.2010)

* Fixed an issue that posting video to Tumblr did not work.
* Fixed reply target on Twitter timeline.
* Fixed that auto complete on the Twitter DM target did not work correctly.
* Fixed that auto complete on the creating Twitter user column did not work correctly.
* Fixed the duplication items on some timelines.
* Made label font bolder for the required items on Tumblr form.
* Changed to update posted time on timelines.
* Adjusted memory usage.



1.0.3 (2011/05/13)

* Temporary version to update to 1.1.0 and Adobe AIR 2.6.



1.1.0 (2011/05/13)

* Improved thumbnail behavior on the timelines.
* Improved memory usage.
* Changed the some part of Tumblr post form.
* Fixed an issue that favorited or retweeted tweets appeared on the timeline of direct
messages.
* Changed the some part of UI.
* Updated Adobe AIR version to 2.6.



1.1.1 (2011/06/27)

* Updated for that Twitter's spec changes direct messages authorization.
(Twitter accounts that are added on 1.1.0 or older version reuqires authorization again to
send or recieve direct messages.)
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